What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours—Helene Oyeyemi 2014-01-08 "Transcendent." —The New York Times Book Review "Flawless...another masterpiece from an author who seems incapable of writing anything that's less than brilliant." —NYPI From the award-winning author of Boy, Snow, Bird and Peaces comes an enchanting collection of tales—new, old, long, and short—marked by baroque beauty and a deep sensuousness. PRASSE FOR WHAT IS YOURS IS NOT YOURS "Oyeyemi's imagination is impressive and vast...Her ability to convince her stories on such a grand scale is what makes her work so magnetic, sucking the reader into any number of netherworlds." Guardian "Alluring...the style and peculiar authority of this exceptional young writer will carry you carefully through the labyrinth and into a new and exciting literary landscape." Daily Mail "Ethereal beauty and unexpected humour" Independent on Sunday What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours—Helene Oyeyemi 2014-06-24 FROM THE WINNER OF THE SOMERSET MAUGHAM AWARD & GRANTA BEST YOUNG BRITISH NOVELIST "What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours...boasts ambitious stories written masterfully by an adventurous author." —New York Times The stories collected in What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours are linked by more than the enigmatically winding prose of their creator: Helene Oyeyemi's ensemble of characters slip from the pages of their own stories only to surface in another. The reader is invited into a world of lust libraries and locked gardens, of mansard where the drowsed dead city and a city all where the clock stops; students hire their soul pupils at school, the Homey Wench Society commits a guerilla book-swap, and lovers exchange books and roses on St. Jordi's Day. It is a collection of bewitching imagination, marked by baroque beauty and a deep sensuousness. PRASSE FOR WHAT IS YOURS IS NOT YOURS "Oyeyemi's imagination is impressive and vast...Her ability to convince her stories on such a grand scale is what makes her work so magnetic, sucking the reader into any number of netherworlds." Guardian "Alluring...the style and peculiar authority of this exceptional young writer will carry you carefully through the labyrinth and into a new and exciting literary landscape." Daily Mail "Ethereal beauty and unexpected humour" Independent on Sunday What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours—Helene Oyeyemi 2014-06-24 The stories collected in What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours are linked by more than the enigmatically winding prose of their creator: Helene Oyeyemi's ensemble of characters slip from the pages of their own stories only to surface in another. The reader is invited into a world of lust libraries and locked gardens, of mansard where the drowsed dead city and a city all where the clock stops; students hire their soul pupils at school, the Homey Wench Society commits a guerilla book-swap, and lovers exchange books and roses on St. Jordi's Day. It is a collection of bewitching imagination, marked by baroque beauty and a deep sensuousness. PRASSE FOR WHAT IS YOURS IS NOT YOURS "Oyeyemi's imagination is impressive and vast...Her ability to convince her stories on such a grand scale is what makes her work so magnetic, sucking the reader into any number of netherworlds." Guardian "Alluring...the style and peculiar authority of this exceptional young writer will carry you carefully through the labyrinth and into a new and exciting literary landscape." Daily Mail "Ethereal beauty and unexpected humour" Independent on Sunday The Battle Is Not Yours—Rita J. Bunting 2007 This book is an inspiring true story of a life transformed. With extraordinary effort and an alighting trust in God, Rita J. Bunting turned her life around. Instead of succumbing to heroin addiction, which apparently likely, she found the strength to change everything. She not only got out of an abusive relationship, with her four young children in hand, but she enrolled in college, earned her degree, and eventually became a newspaper reporter, writer, and public information director. Her story is both remarkable and uplifting. Not Yours, Truly—Giulia Cane 2020-03-02 Ten women are brought together in this collection of haunting short stories. Through unceremonious yet poignant prose, each woman captures the reader with her battle against inner and outer demons—whether she emerges triumphant or not. The stories are written in a deep sense of beauty and a baroque sensuality. "Oyeyemi's ensemble of characters slip from the pages of their own stories only to surface in another." —New York Times The stories collected in What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours are linked by more than the enigmatically winding prose of their creator: Helene Oyeyemi's ensemble of characters slip from the pages of their own stories only to surface in another. The reader is invited into a world of lust libraries and locked gardens, of mansard where the drowsed dead city and a city all where the clock stops; students hire their soul pupils at school, the Homey Wench Society commits a guerilla book-swap, and lovers exchange books and roses on St. Jordi's Day. It is a collection of bewitching imagination, marked by baroque beauty and a deep sensuousness. PRASSE FOR WHAT IS YOURS IS NOT YOURS "Oyeyemi's imagination is impressive and vast...Her ability to convince her stories on such a grand scale is what makes her work so magnetic, sucking the reader into any number of netherworlds." Guardian "Alluring...the style and peculiar authority of this exceptional young writer will carry you carefully through the labyrinth and into a new and exciting literary landscape." Daily Mail "Ethereal beauty and unexpected humour" Independent on Sunday What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours—Helene Oyeyemi 2014-06-24 The stories collected in What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours are linked by more than the enigmatically winding prose of their creator: Helene Oyeyemi's ensemble of characters slip from the pages of their own stories only to surface in another. The reader is invited into a world of lust libraries and locked gardens, of mansard where the drowsed dead city and a city all where the clock stops; students hire their soul pupils at school, the Homey Wench Society commits a guerilla book-swap, and lovers exchange books and roses on St. Jordi's Day. It is a collection of bewitching imagination, marked by baroque beauty and a deep sensuousness. PRASSE FOR WHAT IS YOURS IS NOT YOURS "Oyeyemi's imagination is impressive and vast...Her ability to convince her stories on such a grand scale is what makes her work so magnetic, sucking the reader into any number of netherworlds." Guardian "Alluring...the style and peculiar authority of this exceptional young writer will carry you carefully through the labyrinth and into a new and exciting literary landscape." Daily Mail "Ethereal beauty and unexpected humour" Independent on Sunday
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